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ABSTRACT. Tho o.p.r. measuroments on Cu(NH4 Ro0 4 )2 * CHgO clearly ijidicato 

an orthorhombic distortion of the ligand field acting on the hexa-coordinated ion. Assum
ing an orthorhombic ligand field of both second and fourth order, the expression for the prin
cipal orthorhombic gf-values and magnetic susceptibilities have been derived with due consi
deration of the presence of covalency overlap of the d-orbitals o f tho central metal atom with 
the electronic charge clouds of the ligand atoms. For reasons of com plet^oss, the calcula
tion has been extended upto the 3rd order correction terms in the perturbation procedure 
adopting Pryco’s spin-Hamiltonion formalism, although these third order terms have betm 
neglected while fitting the theory with the experiments. Attempts have been made to (it 
tho theory with the experiments of opti<;al absorption, principal //-tensors and magnetic aniso
tropies and moan sua/^eptibility as best as possible by evaluating the values of certain para
meters appearing in the theoretical expressions. Important inferences have been drawn re
garding tho r/imarkable variation of the anisotropic component of tho ligand field with tempera
ture and the anisotropic reduction of the orbital moment and S.O. coupling coefficient from 
their respective free ion values due to the covalency effect .

I N T R O D U C T I O N
Recent e.p.r. measurements at room temperature in four copper Tutton salts 

(Bose et al 1964; Ghosh et al, 1965) have shown that the symmetry of the ligand 
field acting on the central Cu®̂ ' ion in these crystals is perceptibly orthorhombic. 
This is in general consistent with the findings of Bleaney el al (1949) and Bagguley 
and Griffiths (1952) though for the want of a convenient and accurate method of 
determining orthorhombic jr-values and their orientations at that time, their e.p.r. 
data had to be often given in terms of g\\ and gx. apparently indicating only an 
approximately uniaxial symmetry of the ligand field. The experiment of Bagguley 
and Griffiths on some dilate Cu®+ Tutton salts showed large changes in relative 
magnitudes of j/j's between SOÔ K and 90“K.

Using a recent convenient method (Bose et al, 1964) for determining accurately 
the magnitude and orientations of orthorhombic g /s in crystals, we have carried 
out e.p.r. measurements on Cu(NH4S0 4 )j*6H2 0  at both liquid oxygen (~90°K) 
and room temperature (—300“K). In this salt and a few others unlike Cu(NH4S0 4 )j. 
6HjO, magnetic measurements (Bose et al, 1957) show very small changes with
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temperature in the orientation of crystalline X\ and Xz axes in the (010) plane, 
but with a tetragonal approximation the ionic anisotropy deviates from Curie 
law and the ionic orientations appear to change to some ê -xtent as the temperature 
varies. I t  would be interesting then with the powerful e.p.r. method a t our dis
posal to probe into the actual nature of these ionic deviations and changes which 
have so little outward manifestations in the ciystalline behaviours.

Polder’s theory (1942) of the susceptibility of Cu^^ ion assumed a purely elec
trostatic dipolar model of the octahedron whidi was considered to possess only 
a tetragonal distortion and could not properly assign the energy levels of the ligand 
field (Bose et al, 1957) primarily, owing to the inapplicability of the above model 
and the approximate nature of calculation from the available data on crystal 
structure, dipole moment and the radius of 3d otbit. Bleaney, Bowers and Pryce 
(1955) extended Abragam and Pryce^s theory (1951) to the octahedrally co-ordi
nated ion under the second order orthorhombic field to interpret the results 
of e.p.r. measurements.

In the present work we have derived the theoretical expressions for the 
principal gr-values and the susceptibilities for the octahedrally co-ordinated Cu^^ 
ion by assuming an orthorhombic field of both second and fourth order with due 
consideration of the presence of overlap between the central ion 3d-orbitals with 
the s- and p-orbitals of the neighbouring ligand atoms, resulting in the formation 
of molecular orbitals of the magnetic electrons in such complexes (Van Vleck, 1935, 
Stevens, 1953; Owen 1955). These theoretical expressions involve certain para
meters, connected with the ligand co-cfficients and the overlap effect and attempts 
are then made to fit the theory uniquely with the experimental data by evaluating 
the reasonable values of these parameters, consistent with the other independent 
observation from optical absorption. This procedure of interpreting the experi
mental data leads to important inferences regarding the remarkable variation 
of the anisotropic part of the ligand field with temperature, and the anisotropic 
reduction of the 8 .0  coefficient and the orbital moment from their respective 
free ion values due to the effect of oonvalency overlap.
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F I N E  S T R U O T U K E  E N E R G Y  L E V E L S  
L I G A N D  F I E L D

OF T H E

In a cubic field of Oji symmetry, the free ion ground state of Cu®-̂  ion splits 
into an upper orbital triplet and a lower orbital doublet E , The superposed 
orthorhombic component of the ligand field lifts all the orbital degeneracies of both 
Tj and E^, but S.O interaction has no effect on the lower cubic doublet Eg in the 
first order. Hence in our perturbation procedure, wo first apply the total ligand 
field inclusive of the anisptropic part on the free ion ground state and then adopt 
Pryoe’s (1950) Spin Hamiltonian formalism for the calculation of flf-values and 
magnetic susceptibilities.



Electronic configuration of Cu®+ ion being 3d®, the system can be conveniently 
described in terms of a single hole in the completed 3d sub-shell. This hole is 
subjected to an orthorhombic potential given by

—(a-f-b)2*-t-6oy*z®+66x®2®—6(o-f6)x*p* ... (1)
In case of tetragonal symmetry about z axis,

A =  B  and a =  b,
and the expression for V reduces to that given by Abragam and Pryoe (1951) 
for tetragonal potential.
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Putting, A ± B
2

0+6
~ 2 '

. A - B- a , — — = d

- Y a—b =  e

We get a convenient expression for V as follows :

(3)

In (1) and (3) first the term represents the cubic component of the potential and 
remaining terms arise from the orthorhornbicity of the ligand field. The ligand 
field interaction for the d-hole is

H , -  + eV
To find the eigen values of and the corresponding eigen functions, we need to 
evaluate the matrix elements of //„ between the orbitally five-fold degenerate 
free ion states of the d-hole which are denoted by do> ^ ± i» ^±2 suffixes indicating
the possible values. Matrix elements of the first four terms (i.e. with D \ y \  
cr\ S') in (3) can be easily calculated using Steven’s equivalent operator technique 
(Stevens, 1962) and noting that

2z^— _  y4 1 — 6 y — 6xH^
=  ty{x^+y^+z^-ir^)-3{ai^-6xY+y^)

For the remaining term (i.e. with e') in (3), we note tha t

e'(**-6**2*+6y*2*-p*) =  - e '  r«(r»4+y-**)3V 10
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Matrix element for this term can be easily calculated with the help of Wigner 
co-efficient formula (Stevens, 1952). Thus operating H„ on d^, d ^ i  and 
solving the relevant secular equation we get the following eigen values

E l =  6D-[36(<r+3y)*+3(25-e)*]* 
E t =  6 i)-f [36(tr-i-3y)»-f 3{2(J-e)*]* 
E , =  —42)-f 6 a—24y 
E t =  - 4 i ) - 3 a - f  12y-(33+2e)
E , -4D-3a+12y4-(33-l-2e)

and the corresponding eigen functions are

^ ^ { d s ~ d _ t )

~  /aV2

V2 (di+d-j)

(4 )

(5 )

where D  =4eD'/yr« 5
a =  ea'ar® 
d ~  eS'ar*
y  =  ey'fii* 

c =  ~\'rrepe'r*

a  = A'21 / ? =  + 63
corresponding to the configuration Sd^, 
since the system has been described in 
terms of hole.

in which a  and are the numerical factors appearing in Stevens’ equivalent opera
tors and p  is the numerical factor appearing in Wigner coefficient formula for the 
matrices of the type

< L  =  2 , M \ r * [ Y \  -f rr*] 1  ̂=  2, Jif =  ± 2 >
and h  -  6(a4-3y)«-[36(a+3y)«-f3(23-e)»3*

a \  +  6«i =  1



For octahedral co-ordination the cubic field parameter D  is negative (D' being 
negative and fi positive). Moreover under cubic field alone (<r =  i  =  y =  e =  0), 
it is evident from (4) that the original five fold degenerate free ion states of the 
d-holc split up into lower orbital doublet of energy 6J5 and an upper orbital 
triplet T^g of energy — 4D, the overall cubic field separation being lOi). In the 
superposed orthorhombic field the cubic orbital doublet and triplet levels split 
up into two and three levels respectively, the orbital degeneracy being thus com
pletely removed. Further it will be seen from (4) that in the orthorhombic field, 
mean centre of the three split comj>onents (^3, tjr̂ ) of the cubic triplet Tg, 
lies at — 4D which is also the energy value of the cubic tiplet T^g and that of 
the two split components \jr^ of the cubic doublet Eg lies a t 6D, the energy 
value of the cubic doublet Eg. This has resulted from the particular choice of the 
form of expression for the orthohrombic potential V. Thus the separation of the 
mean centres mentioned above, is lOD which is also the cubic field splitting 
and this fact will be taken into considertion while evaluating the parameter D 
from optical absorption spectrum.

Assuming the orthorhombic distortion of the octahedron to be small, 
with energy E^ is evidently the lowest level, rjr̂  lies next and the relative order 

of v̂ 3, tjr̂  depends on the sign and magnitudes of the parameters D, tr, S, y  
and e. The fitting of experimental data, shown later also justifies our assumption 
regarding the relative order of the ligand field levels
Calculation of g-valuea

The ligand field energy states (5) can be expressed in term of real d-orbitals 
which can replace the combination of d function in (6) as follows :
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V2 (̂ 2 ^ -2) — XV

V2' == d.yz

V2
The suffixes etc. on the R.H.S. represent the angular parts of the real
(i-orbitals. Now, the orbitals in the complex are not pure atomic d-orbitals, they 
are considerably modified by appropriate combination of ligand <r and n  orbitals. 
These modifications are now taken into consideration while calculating the g- 
values and magnetic susceptibility.



Denoting a molecular orbital by a ^-function with the suffix same as that for 
the original real ef-orbital, the fine structure energy states (6) is now written as
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(6)

’̂ 4 =
■ 6̂ ~  4*m

The S.O. interaction has no effect in the fltst order on the lowest orbital 
singlet and hence for the calculation of gr-valiie and magnetic susceptibility we 
a d o p t Pryco’s Spin Hamiltonian formalism (Pryce, 1960). The Spin Hamiltonian 
is given by

a . -  <( ♦ , I I ♦ . )> -  s  « * ■ !« '

4 - S  S  < ( ^ i  I I  ^m >  < »m IH ' | » « >  < ^„1  | ^ i ) >t - --------  {E „-& \){E ^-E ^)nfii MpHi

_ S  <(-^11 S '  I ^n> < » n  1 -a^xX-8-i I »X>
{^n—-®l)* (7)

whore H* stands for the perturbation PH{L-^2S) in which f  is the S.O.
coupling coefficient for the free ion, and the various matrix elements of the t3rpe 
<'1'^ 1 / / '  I '9k> occuring in (7) imply that states ■̂ ’s are acted on only by the orbital 
operators appearing in the expression for the perturbation H ’. While evaluation 
various matrices of the type |^ * > ,  the relationship between two types
of matrices of the operators L  and one calculated between the atomicd-orbitals
and the other between the corresponding molecular orbitals, are given as follows 
(Low, 1960):

<^{p)\\ji\4>[p)> =. <d{p)fLi\d{p)>  O 
< ^(t) 1 Li I4>(t)>  =  Jt:<<d(T) 1 Li I d(T)>
< W i  I Li I ̂ (t)>  =  h'< d(p) I Li 1 d(T)>
< m \ c L i \ m > - ^ o
< m \ W < K r ) >  -  A<(Z(t) |CL,|d(T)>
< 5 ^ ( p )  1 i ^ i  I ^ ( T ) >  =  B t ' < d { p )  I £ L <  1 m >

where » =  a;, y, s; ^(r) and ̂ (p) represent the molecular orbitals
resulting from the modification of the corresponding atomic

8
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orbitals d{T){d^. dŷ , d,^) and d{p)(dtt^-r\ respectively. The fcj’s and B(S, are
known as the orbital reduction and S.O. coupling reduction factors respectively 
arising from the covaloncy effect, and these are considered to partake of the 
symmetry of the ligand field. Evaluating the matrices in (7) we finally get the 
expression for the Spin Hamiltonian expressed as a polynomical in spin variables 
only and this will operate on the spin states 18^ =  and 1^8*= Thus
the Spin Hamiltonian for H\\z becomes

For H\\x

+ 2i(X ,R \^8y8,-X ,R '/S„S,]-w ,fi^H ^
and for H||y
II,(y) =  2fiH[S„{l-U2dt'yk’y + X iR J t',k ^+ X ^ 'J t’JCy-XsRJ{’J:’y) 

+ 2i(X ,R '/S ,S ,-X ,R '„^S ,8 ,)]-w y^H ^

(8)

(9)

(10)

where _  { a tV ^ + b ,n
E , - E ,

{ a ^ V ^ - W  
e , - e \  - - M« =_  (a iV ^ -b i)K

E t - E \  ’
X -  f h K V ^ - W  X -  b ,{ a ,V 3 + W  X - ̂ -(E ,-E ,)(E t-E j)  ’ * (E ^-E {)(E ,-E ^) ’ ® '2(E^-E1)(E^-E,)

* ~ 2{E ,-E ,r  ’
„ _  (axV3+6i)*V* v« =

(a V S -b ^K ^
2 { E ,-E ,r  ’ * (E3-E ,)*

(OiV3—(*1 )®*!/'* „ _  ^ 1% '^‘ E g -E jEg—
In equations (8), (9) and (10), terms independent of H  have been omitted since 

they do not produce any zero field splitting of the Kramers degenerate spin states 
of =  ±1/2. The last terra in each of the above equations also does not produce 
any splitting of the degenerate components and is not important in the calculation 
of p-values, but this being dependent on H* assumes much importance in the cal
culation of susceptibility constituting the temperature independent paramagnetism 
and hence is retained.

Operating on the spin states | and | —i ) >  with the Hamiltonian H,{x) we 
get a secular matrix which on diagonalization gives the following energy values
for J¥||a!,
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Thus is given by

The expression for energy values lT+(a:) are now suitably written as 
W ^ix) =

Similar calculation for H\\y gives

g„ == 2 [1  -u^'„k'„+\iR,R'^k'„+A^RJt',k'y-A^'Ji'Jc'„-A^R'Ji-\B\^]

and for JjT(| z

W^{z) =  - ^ , p i P ± ^ g , ^ H
g* ~  2 [1 t{gR I ~f" t —A2Rj,R.*â *̂“f”^3l^^I^^a^z

-A ,l lV - A s R 7 ]
Calculation of susceptibility

The general expression for g^-ionic susceptibility is given by

Ki N
w

dW{i)
dH exp /_ P T (^ \- 

\ icT )
Z

!

( 1 1 )

( 12)

(13)
(14)

(ir> )

(16)

(17)

Lt
H-*0{i =  x ,y , or 2)

The limit can bo easily evaluatd using L' Hospital’s rule in our case since the ex
pression reduces to the indeterminate form ^ if m"0 put H =  0. Thus the expres
sion for susceptibility along the three directions x, y  and z reduces to

The mean susceptibility is then given by
Jc =  S ’ -  m K y + K y + K ,)

R E S U L T S  AND D I S C U S S I O N S

(18)

(19)

Cu(NH4Se04)2.6H j0  belongs to the monoclinic S3ratem (space group P 2i,a) 
and contains two magnetically ineqnivalent ions in the unit cell as known from
c.p.r. experiments and also from the recent X-ray strucure analysis of the isomor- 
phous nickel, Tutton salts (Morosin and Lingafelter, 1964). Orientation of one



ion (the paramagnetic complex) can be derived from the other by reflection in 
the (010) plane. The moan magnetic susceptibility X and principal crystalline 
anisotropies (;ti—A!2) and (Xi~Xa) accurately determined between
300°Z  ̂ and 90°K in our laboratory (Bose et al, 1967 Ghosh" to be published). 
Further, the pincipal p-tensors and their orientations have been determined here 
by the accurate e.p.r. technique (described elsewhere, Bose et al, 1964) both at 
room temperature and 90°K (Table I). The calculated values of crystalline ani- 
sotropies and mean susceptibility in Table I I  have been obtained by using equations
(18), (19) and the following relation :
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S KiH% ( i  =  1, 2, 3)

where jiij is the direction cosine of Ki with Xj- The values of a t room tempera- 
ture and are furnished by our e.p.r. measurements a t the two temperatures, 
presuming of course that the direction of K i^  are coincident with those of gr<*s. 
The overall changes of /^</s are found to be not very large. Therefore, a t inter
mediate temperatures they have been assumed to have intermediate values between 
those at 90°K and 300°K, obtained by linear interpolation, consistent with the 
orthogonality relations between them.

TABLE I
The principal gr-tensors and their orientations in Cu(NH4Se04)2.6H20 
crystals from e.p.r. measurements (a, b, are the principal crystallo

graphic axes).
a. Temperature 300°K

Principalgr-tenaors
angles with respect to

Xx X2 a
9 x — ^ 2^  2 . 12g 6 4 ^9 40°. 6 119°.3 36°. 6

6 3M 130°.1 128°.0 92°.2
2.39^ 38°. 3 86°.9 61°.9 63°. 6

b. Temperature 90°K

Principalg-tensora
angles with respect to

Xi Xa X3=«» a
=* (?2= 2.12q 62°.4 137° 47°2

2.06g 7l°4 167°1 no°3 107°6
g,«(73«2,40o 86°3 86°4 63° 48°



The X, y  and z axes of the ion have been chosen in such a way that it gives the 
closest fit of the theory with the experimental results (Table II), The z and y  
axes are thus found to correspond to the directions of the highest and lowest 
gr-tensors respectively. This is quite consistent with the previously observed 
fact that under tetragonal approximation gr||(= g^\ is greater than 
(Bleaney et al, 1949; Bose ct at 1967).

I t  has been found on actual calculation that, the third order terms in ^-values 
are very small contributing less than 0.5 per cent of the total and hence those are 
neglected. Then the number of parameters ap^aring  in the theoretical expres
sions for gr-values, magnetic susceptibilities and ligand field energy levels reduces to 
eleven viz, D, <r, S, y, e, k'„, h'y, k'f, R ’x, R \  and R'^. The relative values of kyS 
and those of RyS {i =  x, y, z) are, of course, dependent on the lower s3unmotrio 
field parameters <r, 8, y  and e although they may not be explicitly expressible in 
terms of the latter. The cubic field parameter D is readily furnished by the optical 
absorption experiment on aquous solution of some cupric salts (Dreisch and Trom- 
raer, 1937; Mookerjee et al, 1969) in which the Cu®+ ion is also co-ordinated by 
six water molecules as in copper Tutton salts. The experiments show a broad peak 
at 12,300 cm~  ̂ which does not vary much from salt to salt and with temperature 
and may be considered to correspond approximately to a transition from the mean 
centre of the split components of Eg to that of the split component of Tjg in the 
orthorhombic field, the separation between the mean centres being lOD. The 
few other peaks occurring a t much higher frequencies such as 17000 cm~^, 36,000 
cm~  ̂etc. are supposed to arise from charge transfer processes and not from transi
tions between ligand field levels. Having thus found the parameter D, the remain
ing ten parameters are then adjusted by trial so as to fit the experiments of suscep
tibility, anisotropy and gr-valucs as best as possible, taking the values at 90°K 
to be the standard and making the deviations between calculated and observed 
values a t other temperatures as small as possible. The flexibility of the choice of 
covalency parameters kt ’s and i2 /’s is limited by the condition that they lie between
0.6 and 1. Extensive trial and error computations have shown that it is possible to 
fit the theory exactly with the experiments only a t one temperature and not a t 
all temperatures. The reason for the particular choice of the temperature 90°K 
at which the theory has been made to fit the experiments almost exactly is tha t a t 
this temperature the experimental results are very accurate; the signal to noise 
ratio and the sharpness of resonance signal as well as the percentage accuracy of 
the anisotropy and susceptibility measurements are very high. In  this procedure 
of evaluation of the parameters, we assume them to bo constant with temperature. 
However, some of them, especially the anisotropic field parameters er, 8, y  and e 
may change by a  large amount as the temperature varies but for the inoment 
we consider them to remain the same, as otherwise the solution of the parameters 
from the given experimental data become non-unique.
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TABLE II

Values of the parameters showing the closest lit between the calculated 
and observed results for Cu(NH4Sc04)2.6Hjj0

/) =  —1230 (T =  — 98 cm~ ,̂ y =: 5 =  14 € =  54cm~^
fe w  0.84, R '^ = 0 M ,  ^1'^= 0.80, 0.84

^ =  -^829 cm~i (free ion value)
a. Spectroscopic splitting factors

Thooreti(ial (Boat fitting ut 90°K)
Experimcmtal

at 300°K at 90“K
9x 2.113 2.12a 2.l2o
Oy 2.073 2.0i>a 2.06,
9t 2.400 2.39b 2.40o

b. Susceptibilities

Tomperaturo (Xi--Xs) X 10« (Xi—XsIXlO* X X l0«
Thoo Expori^ Thoo Experi* Thoo Experi*

W K 1053 1054 443 445.5 6103 5101
140"K 685 602.1 270 276.5 3285 3281
200'̂ K 475 486.0 107 182.1 2330 2326
240"K 307 405.3 154 146 1040 1943
300'̂ K 317 322 128 112 1574 1566

* Experimental rosulta for crystallmo anisotropies are taken from the measuremexitB 
Bose e t  n l  (1057)

t Experiment ul values of moan susoeptibilities are taken from the maRnotie measurements 
(unpublished) of P.K. Ghosh.

The parameters best suited to fit the theory with the experimental results 
are shown in table II. The results indicate an appreciable anisotropic covalency 
overlap of the ligand charges with the charge cloud of the central metal atom as 
indicated by the values =  0.86 k'y =  0.85, =  0.84 for the orbital reduction
as also R'g. =  0.91, R',, =  0.80, R'z =  0.84 for the S.O. reduction factors. Due 
to the covalency effect, the orbital moment is reduced by 14,15 and 16 percent 
and S.O. coupling coefficient by 9,20 and 16 per cent along x, y  and z directioiis 
respectively, from the free ion values. I t  is to be noted that while the calculated 
values of mean susceptibility a t different temperatures agree to within 0.6 per cent 
of the experimental results, those of magnetic anisotropy systematically deviate 
by an amount changing from zero at 90°K up to a maximum of about 12.6 per cent



at 300®K from the experimental values. The agreement between theoretical and 
experimental values has been made closest at in our investigation for reasons 
mentioned earlier. But there still exist systematically increasing discrepancies 
for both the mean as well as the anisotropy as the temperature rises and these must 
bo attributed to the fact that the lower symmetric field parameters cr, d, y  and e 
which have been considered so far as temperature independent must bo appreciably 
varying with temperature. This is also corroborated by the earlier findings of 
Bose et al (1957) on copper Tutton salts. As a inatter of fact, the variation of 
anisotropic field parameters with temperature is quite evident from our measure
ment of gr-values a t the two temperatures 90'"K and 300°K. The paramagnetic 
resonance experiment which offers a direct probe into the paramagnetic complex 
clearly shows the variation although small of the principal gf-valucs and hence the 
variation of anisotoropic ligand field splittings with temperature. Moreover, the 
(\p.r. measurement shows that the paramagnetic complex changes its orientations 
with temperature very perceptibly at least in the ary-plane. With orientational 
changes, the packing in the lattice must be changing and hence the anisotropic 
part of the ligand field (Van Vlcck, 1939 Bose et al 1957). The effect may be vice 
versa in the sense that the change of the ligand field may also cause orientational 
changes.

In the absence of sufficient data a t different temperatures from other inde
pendent sources it is not possible to fit uniquely the experimental magnetic data 
alone assuming the anisotropic field parameters to vary with temperature. I t  is, 
however, enough for the present purpose in spite of several simplifying approxi
mations to indicate the systematic change in the anisotropic component of the 
ligand field with temperature. I t  may be mentioned in closing that the ionic 
anisotropy vs. inverse temperature curve theoretically follows a straight line but 
experimentally deviates from linearity. The neglect of the 3rd order terms in 

mentioned earlier will cause a constant but small difference in the values of 
gi at all temperatures and hence only a slight change in the inclination of the above 
theoretical curve without introducing any curvature. Thus, the neglect of third 
order terms in no way can explain the systematically increasing deviation from 
the expected Curio law. Moreover resonance line-width experiments (Bleaney 

aly 1949) show that exchange interaction in these dilute Cu^+ salts is too small 
(<0°,1K) to explain the deviation.
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